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Introduction
This white paper discusses the complexities of incorporating drones into an
enterprise-level operation in the energy sector. In it, we discuss program
architecture. We grapple with when to hire a third party drone services
provider. We explain pilot training and professional development. We
compare good data versus bad data, discuss risk mitigation, compliance,
budgeting, and more.
The foundation for this work is based in our partnership with AES, a
Fortune 500 global power company, with whom we have worked to build
their drone program from the ground up. Medium and large energy
corporations will benefit from the learnings discovered from working with
AES, which employs 10,500 people in 16 countries across wind, solar,
transmission and distribution, and coal and gas sectors.
If you are reading this, we assume that you already understand the
potential value of using drones in your organization. If you do not, we
suggest you pause and read The Case for Drones in Energy (https://
www.measure.com/the-case-for-drones-in-energy) which establishes
the business case for drones in energy operations for wind, solar, and
transmission and distribution.
Equipped with a strong value proposition, you are ready to get to the
tactical work of incorporating drones into your operations.
While recognizing that aerial data collected by drones generally adds
value to energy operations and that maintenance may be easy enough,
implementing drones in your specific organization is an entirely different
matter that requires a substantial amount of planning, preparation,
budgeting, and executive decision-making to be done right.
This white paper will serve as a solid resource for properly standing up
your drone program.
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Once your organization
understands the value
proposition of drones at
a high level, the next step
is to determine how best
to properly implement a
functional drone program
to activate that value.
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•

“For us, we did not have
the expertise in-house
on drone legislation,
equipment, or the
processing of drone
imagery, so we partnered
with a third party
[Measure] to help us fill in
the gaps and guide us in
the right direction,” Asel
Ayapova, Global Drone
Program Manager at AES,
explains.
Three fundamental lines of questioning can
help guide whether in-sourcing or outsourcing
is better suited for each drone use case an
organization has in mind:
1. How often will you use drones and where
will they be utilized?
Asset type, equipment make and model,
equipment age, climatic pressures, inspection
guidelines, and many more factors influence
how frequently a utility structure may require
an aerial drone inspection. Obtaining and
maintaining drone hardware, training qualified
operators, and putting in place operational
policies and best practices is a time-consuming

one asset in a certain geographical area and
expects to use drones frequently for general
site overviews, an internal program is probably
the right choice. Measure offers a Solar Toolkit,
combining equipment, pilot training, flight &
program management software, and support
services for that type of user. On the other
hand, if an O&M provider manages a number of
facilities across a wide area, each requiring only
periodic inspection, outsourcing that work to a
third-party drone service provider may be the
right choice.
AES owns numerous solar facilities across the
United States. As a result, Measure provides a
turnkey solar inspection service to AES rather
than the toolkit offering to support an internal
program.
2. What are the types, complexity, and risk
profiles of the operations being considered?
Beyond frequency and location, it is also
important to evaluate the complexity of the
operations involved. In aerial data collection,
the creation of a useful, actionable data product
often falls in line with the old computer science
adage: “Garbage in, garbage out.” In other words,
if the data collected is incomplete or of inferior
quality, there is no amount of magic that a data
engineering team can perform to transform it
into something worthwhile.
For example, there are separate turnkey and
toolkit solutions for inspection of transmission
and distribution infrastructure that can be

and expensive endeavor.

used depending on the level of complexity of

Another key factor to consider is the expected

transmission tower requires precise flying to

location(s) of the drone inspections slated
to occur. To take an example from the solar
industry, if the O&M provider of a single large

MEASURE.COM

solar farm (over 50 MW) manages just that

operations. A comprehensive inspection of a
achieve quality, detailed photographs with visual
and thermal cameras of critical components
such as insulators and fuses. This is in addition
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•to overall structural inspection images that must

often in the best interest of an energy utility

be taken. All of the data must be collected and

company to outsource the work to a specialist

stored in a systematic way, run through a quality

drone service provider. It is not impossible to

assurance/quality control check in the field, and

perform this work internally, but the calculation

transferred promptly to a data analysis team.

on whether to do so must consider the number

At Measure, our pilots and
data analysis team work
hand-in-hand to create
detailed data collection
flight plans and to confirm
data quality before pilots
leave the job site.
Further complicating operations, transmission
lines emit RF interference that can affect the
command and control link of a drone if it is
flown too close. Drone crashes can lead to
serious damage to transmission and distribution

and magnitude of points of failure, operational
risk profiles, and the costs of building and
maintaining the programmatic structures
needed to effectively utilize drones.
3. What is the required duration of time
between work ordering and fulfillment?
The final major consideration is the necessity
of speed between when work is ordered and
when it needs to be completed. Continuing with
the transmission & distribution example from
the previous section, we must consider that not
every inspection of a tower will be pre-scheduled
or require the level of complexity needed for a
comprehensive evaluation, such as with a storm
or when a potential issue is detected.

structures, as evidenced by the West Hollywood

AES has equipped over a dozen utility workers

drone crash in 2016 that knocked out power for

with drone toolkits to help them safely

hundreds of homes in the area.1

and effectively utilize drones for quick-turn
inspections of critical infrastructure. The same

Any mistake in this complex workflow could
lead to critical damage on a transmission
structure being missed, with potentially
costly consequences if it should lead to a grid

lines that would be inspected on a regular basis
by Measure pilot teams could be inspected by
AES crews using drones after unexpected events
or when a suspected problem is spotted by

failure. For AES subsidiaries Dayton Power &

ground crews.

Light (DP&L) and Indianapolis Power & Light

To summarize, there are a number of factors

(IPL), Measure has performed comprehensive

that go into the decision on whether to build

inspections of many miles of power lines. In

drone program capacity internally or work

one mission covering 132 DP&L transmission

with a third party for aerial data collection and

structures, Measure identified over 90

analysis—oftentimes the right approach will be

instances of damage—some potentially

a hybrid of both. It is important to have a strong

critical—that DP&L repair crews were able to

understanding of the individual drone use cases

rectify quickly.

your organization intends to implement before
making an investment.

For more complex operations, therefore, it is
1
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Choosing the Right Drone
Services Vendor
Between August 2016 (when the Part 107 rules governing the licensing of remote
pilots went into effect) and July 2018, over 100,000 people across the United States
obtained their Remote Pilot Certificate. 2

2

https://www.faa.gov/news/updates/?newsId=91086
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Choosing the Right Drone
Services Provider
The above statistic has often been cited to

Given the nascent condition of the commercial

justify starry-eyed projections of the growth of

drone service provider marketplace,

the commercial drone sector, but the reality is

companies must be especially diligent in

much more complex. The vast majority of Part

choosing a service provider that can meet

107 license holders are single individuals flying

their needs, successfully acquire data, create

as a hobby or for photography/video purposes.

useful data products, and deliver them in a

SkyLogic Research recorded in a 2017 study that

timely, safe, and professional manner. The

38% of “drone service providers” (DSPs) received

following categories should be considered

no revenue in 2017, while an additional 46%

when evaluating a drone service provider.

received under $50,000.3 Drone services are
generally still hyper-local in nature and dominated

Flight Operations Experience

by mom-and-pop businesses.

How many missions has the operator flown

Beyond the lack of overall experience that

and where? What asset types have they

many licensed commercial drone pilots
have, even more troublesome for energy
utility companies is the experience most
providers lack in performing infrastructure
inspections. SkyLogic reported that only 3%
of drone service providers performed “Asset
or Infrastructure Inspection or Monitoring” as
their primary service offering, with over 46%

inspected? Have they performed missions for
utility infrastructure inspection in the past? Do
they have experience operating in a variety of
climates, weather conditions, and terrain types?
Have they operated in disaster situations? Do
they have a robust Air Operations Manual and
other necessary processes and procedures?
These are just some of the questions that should

primarily performing “Aerial Photography and/

be asked of a potential drone services partner.

or Video,” which generally requires no data

Even for DSPs that check all the boxes on paper,

processing or analysis. 4

it is wise to start small with a few projects to
test the service provider’s capabilities before
scaling up to larger, more frequent inspections.
As mentioned previously, AES evaluated
Measure’s capabilities, experience, and program
architecture over a period of many months
before deciding to formalize our companies’
partnership.

Insurance Coverage
Measure pilots gain cross-industry experience.

MEASURE.COM
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4

2017 SkyLogic Report, p. 47
2017 SkyLogic Report, p. 51

An energy utility company starting a drone
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Choosing the Right Drone
Services Provider
program should already have considered the

be suitable for utility companies that have large

aviation liability coverage amounts required

teams of remote sensing and GIS specialists built

for internal drone pilots and external service

out internally. However, most energy utilities

providers to perform inspections of various

prefer to simply receive an actionable data

power generation and distribution assets. Yet

product and report rather than a cache of raw

beyond the importance of insuring damage to

images.

the power asset itself, insurance coverage can
play an important role in evaluating service
providers.
Cutting-edge drone insurance brokerages like
Transport Risk Management gather a wealth
of data on the service providers to which they
provide insurance coverage. Over time, if an

IN THESE C A SES, FINDING A DRONE SERVICE
P R O V I D E R T H AT H A S T H E R E Q U I S I T E D ATA
E N G I N E E R I N G C A PA B I L I T I E S T O S E R V I C E
T H E U T I L I T Y A N D E N E R G Y I N D U S T R Y I S K E Y.

operator has shown a demonstrated track
record of safe operations, their premium rates
may be lowered and the amount of total liability
coverage they can obtain will be higher. Having
a robust program architecture and pilot training
program can also produce such results. For

When evaluating DSPs that claim to have data
engineering expertise some important questions
to ask are the following:
•

are they using?

example, Transport Risk Management has
deemed Measure’s pilot training program to

•

be at a high enough professional standard that
Measure toolkit customers who successfully
complete a training course will access discounted

•

Will these integrate with your current data
management systems?

•

Does the DSP have a dedicated team of data

liability coverage that a service provider can

experts or are they outsourcing this work to

obtain is a good proxy for their safety record and

a white-labeled third party?

professionalism.

Data Engineering Experience
Data collection without processing and analysis
has little value. Some drone service providers
offer data collection services only, which may

MEASURE.COM

In what formats will they provide their data
products?

insurance premiums. The lesson here is that
inquiring about the maximum drone aviation

What data processing and analysis software

•

Does the DSP have a robust data security
policy?

The design of an internal drone data engineering
program will be covered in a later section, which
will serve to further flesh out the importance
of some of the questions listed above. The
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Choosing the Right Drone
Services Provider
takeaway message, however, is that data

in tow. Fortunately, the drone services industry

engineering experience can be just as critical

has matured enough now that energy utilities

as flight operations experience for many of the

can reference a track record of success at a

drone applications that add value in the energy

professional level before making a decision to

sphere.

hire a particular DSP or not.

At Measure, our Data
Engineering team is made
up of GIS and remote
sensing experts with
years of experience in
processing, analyzing, and
delivering drone data into
our customers’ existing
data infrastructure so
that they can easily make
the most of their drone
inspections.

Size & Scalability
Closely related to depth and breadth of
experience in a DSP is its size, financial stability,
and capacity to scale to meet the demands of a
utility power company.

Pilots travel across country to fulfill missions, like the crew
here in Hawaii.

SkyLogic Research has found that in 2017, 63%

Customer Set

MEASURE.COM

5

of DSPs employed only one person, while 87%
employed 5 or fewer total employees.5 While

Over the years, Measure has heard from many

numerous drone pilot networking companies

of its Fortune 500 customers about individuals

that follow the “Uber for drones” business model,

hired for drone demonstrations or proof of

such as DroneUp and Droners.io, address the

concept flights who were quite unqualified for

challenge of obtaining broad geographical

their stated mission. Many amusing stories exist

coverage for drone pilot services, they cannot

of drone service providers (DSPs) showing up

guarantee the pilots in their network have the

to a job site an hour late in shorts and sandals

requisite skills or standardized data products

or entering a secure area to perform critical

to complete utility infrastructure inspection

infrastructure inspections with small children

missions. Depending on individual pilots without

2017 SkyLogic Report, p. 49
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Choosing the Right Drone
Services Provider
standardized products and flight procedures

via program management software and

also means that a company will have no

evaluations by Measure’s flight operations

guarantee that the same organization will be

leadership. Furthermore, Measure’s nationwide

available for work in the future. This could affect

presence and financial security ensure it will

report comparison over time, not to mention

remain a partner with AES for the long term.

the inconvenience of hosting a different service
provider for every mission.

Reliability & Mutual Trust
Finding a partner you can trust is key to running
a successful outsourced program. While this
may sound trite, in an emerging industry
full of hype and countless drone service
providers scrambling to emerge from the fray,
overpromising and underdelivering has become
an all too frequent practice amongst drone
service companies. A trustworthy DSP will not be

Drone training from above.

not feasible with current technologies or within

Therefore, it is important to choose a DSP that

the existing regulatory environment.

can adequately perform the complex missions

Yet another important attribute is the willingness

associated with infrastructure inspection at scale
without diminishing the safety, quality assurance,
price standardization, or data product utility
of a given inspection. Accordingly, financial
stability should be another consideration when
evaluating a potential DSP partner. Many drone
service companies just in the last two years have
folded due to an inability to capture consistent
revenue with a small operational footprint or

of a DSP to adapt its practices to match the
workflows of its customer. There are many drone
service companies with full-stack solutions that
operate within a siloed, closed-off system since
it brings maximum financial benefit to them.
However, this is rarely the optimal solution for
the customer.
Intangible factors such as reliability and

through inadvisable overexpansion.

adaptiveness can be difficult to assess before

Measure employs only pilots who have gone

some time upfront to consider these.

through its rigorous training regimen and
qualified on specific energy utility-related
mission applications. These pilots are also
tracked for currency and safe mission conduct

MEASURE.COM

afraid to speak up when a certain operation is

working with a DSP, but it is worth investing
Checking a DSP’s references and having
regular meetings or calls are good ways to
start forging a relationship built on mutual
trust and respect.
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Building an Internal Program
As discussed above, outsourcing drone service work is a great option in many
cases, but there are many use cases for energy utilities to employ their own
drone pilots.
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Building an Internal Program
Steps to build an internal program include

maintenance engineers by way of pilot licensing

analyzing intended use cases and the expected

and training.

scope of operations, evaluating existing internal
resources, hiring externally if needed, training
personnel for new positions, and acquiring
drone equipment and software.

Use Case & Scope Analysis

“It is very valuable for our inspectors and
maintenance engineers to add skills and
knowledge on how to fly the drones and how to
use and analyze the data and reports,” Ayapova
acknowledges. “These are transferable skills they
can take with them, but they are also valuable

Much of the research necessary to determine

within AES, as they show an investment in the

whether an insourced, outsourced, or hybrid

future of the company and the industry.”

drone services program is the best approach
for your organization will help inform the way to
build an internal drone program. It is important
to carefully analyze expected drone use cases,
determine where missions will be flown, how
frequently, and what processing and analysis
will be needed to make use of the data collected
before building an internal program. This analysis
should be used to determine the number of
pilots, data engineers, and drone engineers
necessary to run the program effectually and
the type and specialization of personnel training
required. It should also help determine the types
and quantity of drones, sensors, and supporting
hardware required, along with the proper flight
control and program management software
choice.

Internal Resource Evaluation
First, the drone program manager (whose role
will be discussed in detail later) should assess
what internal personnel and resources are
already available within the organization. At
AES, professional development is a priority and
they saw the program as an opportunity to offer

With the vast growth of the consumer drone
market in recent years, employees already
involved in facility operations and maintenance
may have some existing familiarity with drones.
Furthermore, people with manned aviation
experience, those holding sports pilot licenses
for example, will have an important leg up in
understanding the complexities of the National
Airspace System. At AES subsidiary Indianapolis
Power & Light, for example, utility Contract
Coordinator Stephen “Stix” Dorsett became
a resident expert on drone inspections of
transmission and distribution infrastructure
before AES formed a partnership with Measure.
Stix then served as a leading pilot when Measure
was training other AES utility workers as part of
utility toolkit packages.

Dorsett advises companies
to identify the drone
hobbyists first: “Find the
person who’s been flying
in their free time.”

skills development to linemen, inspectors, and

MEASURE.COM
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Building an Internal Program
He goes on to explain,
“A lot of companies are
looking at commercial
pilots to do these jobs,
but your own internal
hobbyists are excellent
for this because they are
teachable and also possess
job knowledge.”
Next, the drone program manager should assess
current data processing and analysis capabilities.
Many companies will have existing data
engineering personnel in place, but the skillset
of these employees may not be suited for drone
data processing, or they may not have available
bandwidth. Data engineering personnel may
need to be given additional training, additional
employees may need to be hired, or a thirdparty data processing and analysis company may
need to be identified. Data engineering needs
will be discussed in greater depth in the “Data
Engineering Program Architecture” section later

but depending on the level of technical skill the
program manager has, it may be best to have
existing operations and maintenance experts
who better understand the value of the end data
product manage that hiring process.
While a robust training program should help
bring any employee up to speed as a drone
pilot, characteristics to look for in good pilot
candidates include an aviation background,
organizational skills, superb attention to detail,
willingness to work as part of a team, and
familiarity around advanced technology.
America’s pool of military veterans make
excellent candidates for drone pilots, given
their prior training in teamwork, fortitude
under pressure, and following complex orders
in dynamic operational environments. Ideal
drone engineer candidates combine many of the
characteristics desired in pilots with an in-depth
knowledge of drone mechanics and electronics.
Backgrounds in aerospace or mechanical
engineering are a huge plus.

Pilot Training
Whether hiring new drone pilots or designating

in this document.

current employees as pilots, running a

Hiring Externally

should be one of the core responsibilities of the

In many cases, existing personnel will not have
the requisite skillset or available bandwidth
to be good candidates as drone pilots, data
engineers, or drone engineers. The drone
program manager should be put in charge of

MEASURE.COM

hiring the pilots and drone engineers (if needed),

comprehensive, ongoing training program
drone program manager. There are a number of
different ways to structure an effective training
program, but Measure recommends a threepart system that includes a basic introductory
training, drone-specific designations, and
application-specific qualifications.
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Building an Internal Program
The introductory training should cover many

the DJI Inspire 2 or the senseFly eBee. Measure

of the core principles of your organization’s

denotes training of this sort as a “designation.”

program architecture. This includes items like

Designations are important in setting a baseline

maintenance guidelines, CRM fundamentals,

for safe operation of aircraft and ensuring that

crew rest requirements, drug and alcohol policy,

pilots can adequately take manual control of

regulatory compliance, pilot currency, and more.

the aircraft at any time to avoid hazardous
situations.

Measure’s 3-Part Training Program.

In addition to aircraft designations, drone
pilots must also be trained to perform one
or more specific industry applications—
known by Measure as a “qualification.”

Part 1

Basic, introductory
training

Certain qualifications, for example solar plant
inspections that require thermal imagery, can
only be performed with certain aircraft or
sensor. Therefore, a pilot must often become
designated on a particular aircraft type before
“unlocking” an associated qualification course.

Part 2

Drone-speciﬁc
designations

Measure maintains an
industry-leading aircraft
incident rate of 0.04%
This arrangement of graduated pilot trainings
has served Measure well, contributing to an
industry-leading aircraft incident rate of 0.04%.
This training format is also applied in a reduced

Part 3

Application-speciﬁc
qualiﬁcations

form for Measure’s pilot trainings for toolkit
customers. For example, full utility toolkit
trainings consist of a combined introductory
and aircraft designation course module in the
DJI Phantom 4 Pro followed by an application-

Once a pilot has successfully completed the

specific course module on flying for basic

introductory training, he or she should be

transmission and distribution line inspection.

trained on a specific drone platform, for example

MEASURE.COM
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Building an Internal Program
Drone Hardware & Sensor Acquisition

inspections.

When choosing the right equipment for a job,

One of the most versatile fixed-wing platforms

there are a number of factors to consider: type

currently available is the senseFly eBee. The

of operations, data requirements, security

eBee packs a lot of power in a small platform.

requirements, maintenance, and cost.

The eBee accepts a variety of payloads, including

Drone aircraft come in two major physical
configurations: multirotor and fixed-wing.
Simply put, for operations that require greater
maneuverability within a more confined space,
a multirotor drone is almost universally the
right option. For energy utility companies,
this would include such missions as wind

Measure currently utilizes the eBee for utilityscale solar power plant inspections. Measure
has also experimented on some of its eBee fleet
with integrated solar panels on the wings of the
aircraft, allowing for extended flight time under
sunny conditions.

turbine inspection, localized transmission

When choosing equipment, you may also want

and distribution tower inspection, coal or gas

to consider maintenance cost and complexity.

powerplant boiler inspection, and cooling tower

If one type of aircraft fits the needs of your

or stack inspection.

organization, you can streamline logistics, spare

Operations that require long-distance flight or
wide-scale mapping are typically better served
by fixed-wing aircraft. These include such
use cases as long-distance transmission and
distribution line inspection and large-scale solar
plant inspections. Fixed-wing platforms lack the
maneuverability and ease-of-use associated with
multirotors, but offer superior endurance.
See Figure 1.2.1 for a comparison of the drones
we recommend in energy operations.

parts inventory, accessory purchasing, and
maintenance procedures by standardizing on a
single airframe.

Drone Flight & Program Management
Software
Having the right flight control and program
management software is a must when building
an internal program. AES uses Ground Control™
for the management of almost all drone flights.
Ground Control was built based on Measure’s

In the multirotor drone marketplace, DJI

real-world experience managing and executing

dominates with over 70% market share. DJI

over 5,000 commercial flights. It integrates

products offer high quality and reliability at

seamlessly with all DJI drone platforms and

an affordable price. Measure uses a variety of

consists of two separate applications: a mobile

DJI aircraft and sensors in energy operations,

flight control app and a program management

ranging from the Phantom 4 Pro for distribution

web portal.

pole inspection to the Inspire 2 for wind turbine
inspection to the Zenmuse XT camera for solar

MEASURE.COM

visual, thermal, and multispectral sensors.

Using Measure’s native mobile app on an iPad or
iPhone, AES pilots can directly control the flight
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Building an Internal Program
Figure 1.2.1 - Drone Hardware Recommendations

Drone
Make &
Model

Style

Specs

Best For

Notes

All purpose

Best choice for Distribution
line inspections due to its
portability, low price point,
and ease of use.

All purpose

The workhorse in the
industry; rugged and fieldtested. Excellent all-purpose
drone.

All purpose

Excellent performance under
harsh conditions; good
choice for Transmission
line inspections requiring a
thermal sensor and postdisaster operations.

Max Flight Time:
DJI Phantom
4 Pro

Multirotor

30 min
Wind Speed
Resistance: 10 m/s
Max Flight Time:

DJI Inspire 2

Multirotor

27 min
Wind Speed
Resistance: 10 m/s
Max Flight Time:

DJI M210

Multirotor

38 min
Wind Resistance:
12 m/s
Max Flight Time:

senseFly
eBee

Fixed-wing

50 min

Utility-scale

Wind Resistance:

inspections

12 m/s

solar plant

Lacks maneuverability
of multirotors, but has
superior endurance.
Measure achieved a
50-minute single flight for a
solar flight with the eBee.
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Building an Internal Program
of the drone with a streamlined, user-friendly
interface. As a flight is being completed, the
telemetry data sent from the drone to the iPad
ground control station is automatically uploaded
to a secure cloud storage system run off USbased servers.
Once in the cloud, this telemetry data is
parsed, analyzed, and presented to a user in
the Measure Ground Control web platform.
Pilots can review each flight they have flown
with second-by-second reconstructions that
provide information on altitude, roll, pitch, yaw,
speed and more, while program managers can
track pilot performance and aircraft, sensor, and
supporting equipment usage over time.
For companies such as energy utilities to scale
up a drone program safely and effectively, using
a good program management software tool
is imperative. Streamlining your management
and operations activities into a single software
solution will help your organization be more
efficient and effective, while also saving the cost
and headache of managing multiple applications.
Ground Control In-Flight App on iPhone and
iPad, and Program Management Portal.

MEASURE.COM
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The following sections
will detail Measure’s
recommendations for
standing up an energy
utility drone program in
a systematic, safe, and
cost-effective way.

MEASURE.COM
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Hiring a Drone Program Manager

model for drone services, it is essential to

First, a person should be designated as

can meet the demands of today while also being

drone program manager, responsible for the

scalable for future growth and advancement.

overall design and ongoing management of

This means forming policies and procedures to

drone operations. The ideal candidate will

ensure that all drone operations, outsourced

have extensive experience running manned

or insourced, are conducted as safely and

and unmanned aviation operations, a deep

effectively as possible.

establish a robust program architecture that

understanding of the relevant airspace
regulations concerning UAVs, strong familiarity
with the core tenets of remote sensing and GIS,
as well as the ability to understand the value of
drone operations for the business as a whole.

standardizing all approaches, policies,
and procedures,” Asel Ayapova, Global
Drone Program Manager at AES, explains.

This last point is particularly critical.

“Facilitating best practices and sharing

Aerial drone data used
improperly can have
limited or no value.

knowledge globally is critical to the program’s

Considering the diversity and complexity of
energy utility operations, designating an existing
employee as the drone program manager is
ideal, but for many companies it will be difficult
to find a candidate qualified with the requisite
aviation and aerial data experience. If your
company needs to look externally for the right
candidate, Measure suggests the outstanding
source of highly-trained, experienced flight
operations experts that can be found in veterans
of the armed forces. Measure’s senior flight
operations leadership is comprised of former
military aviators, whose dedication to safety,

success.”
The drafting of several key documents can
help guide the design process and cement
program success. The most important of these
documents is the Air Operations Manual.
Air Operations Manual
An Air Operations Manual is the foundational
document of a professional drone program. It
shapes the operational and safety culture of
the organization. Each Air Operations Manual
will be unique depending on the attributes of
your organization, but should always address
the following subjects (more details outlined in
Figure 2.1).
•

Authority & Control of Flights

•

Regulatory Compliance Guidelines

an industry-leading safety rate and earn a

•

Training Standards

reputation for professionalism.

•

Flight & Mission Planning Procedures

•

Crew Resource Management

Regardless of whether your organization decides

•

Equipment Maintenance & Repair

to pursue an outsourced, insourced, or hybrid

•

Mishap Reporting

operational excellence, and organizational
structure have helped Measure achieve

Program Architecture

MEASURE.COM
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Air Operations Manual
Figure 2.1 -Components of an Air Operations Manual

Subject
Authority &
Control of
Flights

Purpose
Establish who has
authority to approve
flight operations under
what circumstances

Considerations
Who can put in a request for drone operations?
How are operations reviewed and approved?
What authorities do the approver and the pilotin-command have?
What federal, state, and local regulations affect

Regulatory
Compliance
Guidelines

Unequivocally state that

your operations?

all applicable rules and

What is the process for requesting regulatory

regulations must be

waivers?

followed

What other regulatory guidelines (e.g. FCC) may
apply?
What training is required for each of your

Stipulate pilot training
Training

requirements by mission

Standards

type and ensure only
qualified pilots are flying

mission types?
How often must training be renewed?
Do training requirements differ between
employee and contract pilots?
What are your data collection requirements?

Flight &

Ensure consistently

Mission

successful aerial data

Planning

collection and safe flight

Procedures

outcomes

What is the type, location, and timing of the
mission?
How are you managing your equipment and
pilots?
A I R O P E R AT I O N S M A N U A L

MEASURE.COM
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Air Operations Manual
Figure 2.1, continued -Components of an Air Operations Manual

Subject
Crew
Resource
Management

Purpose
Reduce and mitigate

Considerations
What are your crew rest requirements?

errors related to human

How do factors like weather or stress impact

factors in in-field flight

pilot scheduling?

operations

Reduce safety hazards,

How are crew errors or infractions addressed?
Who will be responsible for drone maintenance
and repair?

Equipment

downtime, and data

Maintenance

quality issues due

What are your pre-and post- flight maintenance

and Repair

to malfunctioning

procedures?

equipment

How will you track equipment usage over time?
What severity of accident warrants a report?
Who needs to be informed when an accident

Mishap
Reporting

Determine policies and

happens?

procedures for when

What information needs to be collected at the

accidents happen

scene and by whom?
Who will be responsible for filing a mishap
report?
A I R O P E R AT I O N S M A N U A L
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Flight and Mission Planning
Flight and mission planning done right will ensure
consistently successful aerial data collection and
safe flight outcomes in the field. To fully address
these subjects in detail is beyond the scope of
this white paper. However, let’s take a high-level
look at some of the planning stages to get an
idea for the complexity of this process.
Once a mission has been ordered and green-lit
by the appropriate flight authorization designee,
preflight planning begins. Many of the decisions
made in pre-flight planning are the direct result

between flight operations and whether the
circumstances of the mission will be extreme,
as in a post-disaster scenario or high-security
area. In addition to pilot choice, the equipment
needed for a given job must be selected based
on availability and suitability. A comprehensive
scheduling and asset management tool can
help overcome these challenges, while also
automating task assignments to appropriate
crew, analyst, and operations personnel based
on a pre-determined workflow.
Flight and Mission Planning Steps.

of the data collection guidelines laid out for a
specific mission. In the utility space, there are
general data collection procedures that can be
developed by mission type—say, solar panel
inspection for O&M or gas boiler inspection, but
even these will vary depending on a number of

Establish Data
Requirements

factors. Generally, the inputs needed to tailor the
proper set of data collection procedures are the
industrial application and specific data product
needs, along with the location of the job site
and timeframe for when the mission must be
conducted.
With this information, a flight planner can
determine and schedule the exact aircraft,

Determine &
Schedule
Equipment

Provide Precise
Flight Settings

sensor, and other supporting equipment
needed for a job; assign pilots to the mission;
obtain any regulatory approvals needed to fly
in the requested area (airspace, night waivers,
etc.); and, in partnership with data engineering
experts, provide precise flight settings to the
pilots. Settings include such items as a defined
flight area and specifications such as required
image resolution or flight overlap in the case of

Assign Pilots

Obtain Regulatory
or other
Approvals

grid flight planning for orthomosaic mapping.
Matching the appropriate equipment and
personnel to a given mission can become quite
complex in organizations with a high volume
of flights. The scheduling process includes
addressing issues like crew rest requirements
MEASURE.COM
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Collecting flight telemetry data is a very useful
way of tracking the information required
for program management, oversight, and
cost-benefit analysis. Program management
tools that automatically collect and analyze
telemetry data, such as Measure’s Ground
Control software, can simplify the flight tracking
process and make reporting more streamlined
and accurate.

Flight Planning on Measure Ground Control

Once the pre-flight planning is complete and
a pilot team has been deployed to the job site,
another set of field flight planning procedures
takes place. This involves the assignment
of duties within a flight crew, a pre-flight
equipment inspection, adjustments to the preflight mission plan based on the realities on the
ground, and more. Checklists are immensely
helpful in ensuring that all required tasks are
performed before the mission begins. After the
mission is flown, another set of post-mission
procedures ensure that the data collected
achieved the mission goals and that the crew
safely leaves the area with all its gear organized
and stowed properly.

Pre-Flight Checklists in App
MEASURE.COM

Ground Control Flight Tracking

Detailed tracking of pilot, aircraft, battery, and
payload information will also help with asset
management. A comprehensive program
management software can monitor pilot
training currency and experience, as well
as track the usage of drones, batteries, and
sensors over time via automatic telemetry data
upload and analysis. Measure’s Ground Control
software adjusts maintenance schedules in real
time based on actual usage and estimated wear
and tear.

Ground Control’s Asset Management
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The ability to playback flights, automatically
receive in-flight screen shots, and quickly identify
flights that do not adhere to safety or company
guidelines will help with program oversight and
employee training to ensure that your missions
successfully and safely collect quality data every
time.
Other Core Documents
Beyond the Air Operations Manual, there are
several other documents that your organization
should develop when building out a drone
program. These include a privacy policy that
defines what information the company will and
will not collect from private citizens and property
in the vicinity of a drone mission and what the
company will do with that data if it is collected.
For example, personally identifiable information
(PII) may be anonymized if it is unintentionally
collected. Other documents that should be put
in place include a data security policy to ensure
that information collected by drones of critical
infrastructure is not mishandled and aviation
hull and liability insurance guidelines for both
internal operations and third-party drone service
providers.

MEASURE.COM
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Today, utilities are using
drones to capture data
that was previously too
dangerous, difficult, or
expensive to obtain.

MEASURE.COM
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Analyze Existing Data Architecture and
Determine how Drone Data Fits In

•

The energy industry has always been a leader

•

system that can make use of drone data?
What upgrades need to be made to

in utilizing Geographic Information Systems

accommodate this influx of new data or

(GIS) and remote sensing data to monitor

types of data?

infrastructure and make decisions. From
mapping out critical infrastructure to right-ofway management, utilities have built extensive
databases of geographic information.

Because drone data is inherently geospatial
– meaning it is associated with a geographic
location – often the most logical home for
the data is an organization’s GIS department.

“We want to be a more
digital and data-oriented
company,” Ayapova says.
“The data behind drone
technology supports
our goal to improve
overall company asset
management.”

However, the capability to store, process,

This new method of data acquisition presents

prepare you for the next step, determining the

massive opportunities, but also significant
challenges when it comes to making use of the
data and integrating into existing information
architecture.
One of the best ways to maximize the return
of your drone inspections is to integrate drone
data into your existing workflow. This requires
first compiling an inventory of your existing data
architecture so you can best identify if you have
tools to store, process, analyze, and visualize
data. Some important questions to ask when
starting a program are:
•

Is my organization currently using some type
of remote sensing data (e.g. from satellites,
manned planes, or helicopters)?

MEASURE.COM

Does my organization currently have a GIS

analyze, and visualize drone data will vary
significantly by organization.
While analyzing how drone data will fit into
your existing infrastructure, it is also important
to determine what type of data you will be
collecting, which is directly related to which
applications you are looking to use drone data
for. Will you be collecting data for creating
maps or 3D models using photogrammetry?
Or will you be collecting images for inspection
purposes? Answering these questions will better
right software for processing, analysis, and
visualization.

Finding the Right Data Processing,
Analysis, and Visualization Tools
Once you have determined what type of
application you are using your data for and
how, the next step is to determine what types
of software or tools you need to turn that
data into actionable aerial intelligence. With
the proliferation of commercial drones in the
marketplace in recent years, there have been
many significant advances in software that can
be used to process, analyze, and visualize drone
data.
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First, let’s define what we mean by processing,
analysis, and visualization. At Measure, we refer
to these as the three main steps in preparing
actionable data. The chart below defines what
each step represents.

wind turbine inspection.
The type of software you choose may also
depend on how much processing power you can
access, or whether you have reliable internet.
If you have very specific requirements for

Measure’s 3 Steps to Actionable Data.

processing datasets and need custom settings,
you will probably have to use a desktop software
such as Pix4D. If you have relatively simple

Processing

Conversion of raw data into
processed data products,
such as 2D orthomosaics or
3D models.

requirements for creating data products and a
decent internet connection, you may be able to
use a cloud-based platform like DroneDeploy.
When choosing software, you should consider
who the stakeholders of your program are and
who will need access to your data – data that
lives in a silo is not going to maximize the return

Analysis

Interpretation of processed
data into actionable data,
such as measurements,
damage reports, etc.

on your investment.
Figure 3.1 summarizes just a few of the different
software products used by Measure’s Data
Engineering team.

Data Collection Procedures and
Communications with Drone
Operations Group
Visualization

Final step to combine all data
products and analysis into a
visual format.

Once you have an idea about an end data
product and what software tools you need, you
are now prepared to create the flight plans to

Depending on your application, you may use
several different types of software to create a
finished data product; there is no one-size-fits all
software covering every variation of drone data.
Some tools are designed to be used only for raw
dataset processing, while others are only useful

collect that data. At Measure, each flight plan
starts out in the Data Engineering department
with a thorough assessment of the data
requirements for the flight. Some questions we
ask are:
1.

based on this data?

for analysis of processed data, for example.
Analytical tools in particular are often targeted to
a specific industrial application, say, solar panel
damage identification. This kind of tool would be
of little use when applied to an image set from a

MEASURE.COM

What decisions will the end user be making

2.

What types of data need to be collected for
the user to make those decisions?

3.

What are the resolution and accuracy
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Finding the Right Data Processing Tools
Figure 3.1 - A Guide to Data Software Tools

Software

Purpose

Stage
Processing,

Pix4D Mapper

Photogrammetry

Analysis,
Visualization

Hangar

Photogrammetry,

Processing,

Documentation

Visualization

Type

Use Cases

Desktop +
Cloud

Mapping, solar
inspection,
3D modeling,
construction,
agriculture

Cloud

Construction

Cloud

Mapping,
construction,
agriculture

Cloud

Wind turbine
inspection, T&D
inspection

Desktop

Solar inspection

Desktop +
Cloud

Mapping, solar
inspection, T&D,
agriculture

Desktop

Construction

Processing,
Dronedeploy

Photogrammetry

Analysis,
Visualization

Scopito

FlirTools

ArcGIS Suite

AutoCAD Suite

Inspection

Visualization,

Management

Analysis

Thermal Image

Visualization,

Inspection

Analysis

GIS Data

Visualization,

Manipulation

Analysis

CAD Data

Visualization,

Manipulation

Analysis

D R O N E I N S P E C T I O N S O F T W A R E 2 0 18
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requirements?
4.

What type of site is being inspected and how
large is it?

5.

What data product needs to be created?

Answering those questions will help you
understand which type of aircraft, sensor, and
flight path will be needed to accomplish the
mission. That information should be documented
in a Flight Plan, which should then be shared
with the Flight Operations team that will be
conducting the flight. It is important to jointly
review the flight plan to make sure the pilots
understand the mission and feel comfortable
performing it, and to address any safety or
regulatory concerns prior to the flight.
Also included in the Flight Plan should be the

If dealing with critical
infrastructure, ensure that
all data procedures follow
NERC/FERC compliance.
Pilots should be trained to organize data as it
is collected and to sort into folders based on
flight type. It is also important to review data
in the field for quality assurance before leaving
the job site - the last thing you want is to have
to return to a location to re-fly because of poor
or insufficient data. Figures 3.2 - 3.5 are some
examples of good and bad data in the solar
application.

procedures to sort, organize, and transfer the

Measure’s Data Team Processes and Analyzes:

raw data to the appropriate location. Keep in

800
300

mind that data size will accumulate quickly – be
prepared to store at least twice as much data as
you think you will need.
Data Engineering and Flight Operations teams
should work very closely to make sure every
mission is properly planned. For Measure,
ensuring that the right data is collected the first
time is one of the most important operational

Photos per MW for Solar

Photos per Turbine for Wind

considerations – right after mission safety.

Raw Data Handling and Quality
Assurance Procedures
After the Flight Plan has been created, it’s up
to the operations team to go out and collect
the data. First and foremost, make sure you
are following proper security protocols for your
organization.

MEASURE.COM
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Example Inspection Images
Figure 3.2 - Good Solar RGB Image - Panels in focus. Panels at relatively low angles. Clear panel
boundaries. No noticeable glare.

Figures 3.3 - Good Solar Thermal Image - White spots represent defects.

MEASURE.COM
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Example Inspection Images
Figure 3.4 -3.5 - Mapping and 3D Modeling - If using data for mapping or 3D modeling, ensure
data has proper overlap by using a program such as Pix4D to load images and perform a rapid
quality check.

MEASURE.COM
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Data Processing & Analysis

Data Visualization

Once data has been captured and transferred, it

Once data has been processed and analyzed, it is

should be loaded and prepared for processing.

time to visualize your results and share these with

This typically involves setting up projects by site

your colleagues, customers, and other relevant

and type of data capture. After data has been

stakeholders. There are many ways to visualize

processed, which can take several minutes to

data, from online portals to mobile applications.

several hours, those data products can then be

One of the most common methods that Measure

used to create actionable data insights.

uses to visualize and share data is relatively low
tech – through PDF reports. We’ve found that

Measure’s Data Processing.

this is the most desirable interface for many of
our customers. The most important thing to
remember is to make the information you’re
presenting as detailed as possible while still being

Transfer data to
processing
environment.

understandable and actionable.

Putting Actionable Data to Use
One of the core competencies of a Data
Engineering team is to understand how to make
drone data usable for customers, stakeholders,
and end users. This process actually begins at the
Create processing
projects in
software of choice.

Perform analysis.

outset of every project. Sometimes end users have
a very clear and realistic idea of how they plan on
using drone data, while others are just learning
what the capabilities and limitations of drone
data are. Our Data Engineering team spends time
working with end users up front to understand

Process dataset
from each
sensor using
modiﬁed
parameters as
necessary.

what the data will be used for and how. Three
Export data into
analysis
software of
choice.

questions we ask are:
1.

Are you using drones as a replacement for
existing remote sensing technologies? If so,
how do you use that data?

At Measure, we typically bring processed data

2.

decisions or solving the problems that you will

into programs like ArcMap or Autodesk Civil 3D
to perform analysis. Using software like these
allows our Data Engineers to bring together data
from multiple sources—access to all relevant
information in one system is critical when
conducting analysis.
MEASURE.COM

Previously, how did you go about making the
now use drones for?

3.

Are there any systems or other software that
you will be integrating the data with?

Answering these questions can help ensure the
data will be of value to end users.
033
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To effectively implement
a drone program, a
nuanced understanding
of the current regulatory
environment and the
direction and velocity
of rulemaking is
paramount.

MEASURE.COM
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The rapid emergence of the consumer and

more. After passing the test, holding a Part

commercial drone markets in the 2010s has

107 certificate enables a pilot to operate within

forced federal, state, and local governments to

Class G airspace under 400 feet above ground

move quickly in enacting rules of the road for this

level across the country, but other restrictions

new technology.

apply. Operations in Class B, C, and D airspace,

The FAA has labored to match the industry’s
growth—issuing the Part 107 rules that govern
the civil use of drones in August 2016—but has
struggled to keep up with the rapidly evolving
technological capabilities of drones.

As a result, many types
of drone operations
deemed risky by the FAA
remain restricted, while
fundamental questions
concerning airspace
authority at the federal
vs. state and local level
remain unresolved.

for example, are restricted without obtaining
a special airspace certification for the desired
flight operations, while other types of advanced
operations such as flight during nighttime,
directly above non-participants, or beyond
the visual line of sight (BVLOS) of the pilot in
command require the issuance of a waiver from
the FAA. (See Figure 3.1 for a guide to licenses,
certifications, and waivers).
Systems such as the Low Altitude Authorizations
and Notification Capability (LAANC) have
automated airspace authorizations near
participating airports, immediately granting
access to airspace. But applying for other
waivers remains a time-consuming and laborious
process.
When evaluating a regulatory compliance
strategy, the drone program manager must
determine where, when, and how frequently

It is best to start with an understanding of
federal regulations. Every drone pilot working
for a commercial program must carry a Part 107
Remote Pilot Certificate. To obtain this license,
each pilot must pass an exam administered by
the FAA through a network of private test centers
across the United States. Topics covered in the
exam include the fundamentals of the National
Airspace System (including reading sectional
charts), weather phenomena, interpreting coded
weather reports, unmanned aircraft systems
fundamentals, best operational practices,
maintenance and repair program guidelines,
Crew Resource Management principles, and

MEASURE.COM

6

drone operations will be performed, as well
as the nature of the operations themselves.
If your organization would like to conduct
long-range transmission line inspections using
drones, a BVLOS waiver would be required.
Such an exemption was recently granted to Xcel
Energy to test this type of operation with visual
observers in a controlled area near Denver, CO.6
These more complex waivers are rare, and the
application process requires highly detailed
documentation - as much as 20+ pages of
detailed Concept of Operatoins and Operational
Risk Assessment. Approval is typically slow and
expert consultation is recommended.

https://www.interdrone.com/faa-partners-with-xcel-energy-for-bvlos-electrical-transmission-line-inspections/
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Regulatory Compliance Strategy
Figure 3.6 - A Guide to Pilot Licenses, Certifications, and Waivers

Requirement

Purpose

Part 107

To fly any uav for

Remote Pilot

commercial use in Class G

Certificate

airspace

BVLOS Waiver

To fly aircraft beyond
visual line of sight

Nighttime

To fly uav at night or above

Waiver (et al)

people

Airspace

To fly in Class B,C, or D

Certifications

airspace

Notes
The most basic requirement for commercial drone use. To
obtain, pilots must pass a written exam created by the FA A.
After passing the test, holding a Part 107 certificate enables a
pilot to operate within Class G airspace under 400 feet above
ground level across the country, but other restrictions apply.

Requires highly detailed documentation – as much as 20+
pages of detailed Concept of Operations and 20+ page
Operational Risk Assessment.
Nighttime flight requires a special waiver from the FA A,
as well as flight above crowds or in otherwise restricted
airspace.
Special certifications are required to fly in Class B, C, or D
airspace and require special consideration from the FA A.
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R E G U L AT O R Y C O M P L I A N C E S T R AT E G Y

Once a strategy for compliance with federal
regulations has been agreed upon, it is also
important to perform an analysis of state and
local regulations.
While federal law stipulates FAA rules have
preemption for all airspace from the top of
a blade of grass up, numerous states and
municipalities have issued their own rules in
recent years. For example, the State of North
Carolina requires all UAS operators to complete a
separate knowledge test and permitting process
to legally fly within the state.7 The nature and
scope of preemption of FAA rules over local rules
remains murky, though in September 2017 a US
District Court in Massachusetts struck down
drone rules enacted by the City of Newton,
MA, when they were challenged by local drone
operator.8 Until there is more clarity surrounding
federal preemption, Measure follows a policy
of compliance with all rules—local, state, and
federal.
Finally, while not directly related to airspace
regulations, it is also a good practice to consider
how operations in a given area will affect
local businesses and residents. Having a set
of practices in place for limiting the impact of
drone operations on others as well as a plan
for informing people of operations in the area,
notifying them of the company’s drone privacy
policy, etc. will help mitigate negative reactions to
the use of a new technology many people still do
not fully understand.

MEASURE.COM
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BUDGETING

While we have established
the value proposition
for energy utilities
across a number of asset
inspection types, we have
also seen how important
professional execution
is in unlocking the value
of drone data products
by reducing costs and
maximizing data quality.
Available funding for a drone program influences many of the decision points
discussed in the sections above: outsourcing vs. insourcing, types and quantity of
equipment acquired, the overall size and scope of program.
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BUDGETING

While the cost of professionally-capable drone

and the value it brings—is the most compelling

hardware has decreased dramatically in recent

justification to convince stakeholders across

years due in no small part to the low-cost

an organization to invest in this exciting and

manufacturing capabilities of DJI, there are

rewarding technology.

many hidden costs associated with standing up
a drone program.
You must consider the following carefully as you
determine what will be needed:
•

the cost of the drones, sensors,
supporting equipment (cases, extra
batteries, spare parts, extra chargers,
etc.),

•

the cost of processing computers or
cloud-based processing, subscriptions to
data processing & analysis and program
management software,

•

aviation hull and liability insurance
coverage,

•

personnel salaries, onboarding & training
costs, Part 107 license fees, travel costs
(airfare, rental cars, hotels, per diems,
etc.),

•

shipping costs, ongoing training &
currency costs,

•

maintenance and repair to
aircraft & sensors, and more.

So many costs to track can seem
overwhelming, which is why it is important to
understand the true ROI of each industrial
drone application being considered. Measure
and AES went through this process and have
a clear understanding of the value of dronebased inspections. However, each organization
must make this calculation for themselves.
Having a true understanding of the costs of
building out an enterprise drone program—
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RE ALIZED OUTCOMES OF A DRONE PROGR AM

For every major initiative,
key performance
indicators (KPIs) must be
put in place to measure
the impact of the
program.
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RE ALIZED OUTCOMES OF A DRONE PROGR AM

Every company has different priorities and thus,
the KPIs may vary from business to business. As
an example, we believe AES has utilized three
important metrics to measure the success of
their drone program. Here are their metrics and
results:

Safety
Hazardous man hours avoided by using drones
to replace manual inspections requiring climbing,
using bucket trucks, or traversing rugged terrain.

In 2017, this was 24,000
manhours.
Financial Benefit
Internal formula to calculate financial benefit
based on factors such as labor cost savings and
incremental asset performance.

In 2017, this was $4.6M.
People Development
Number of employees trained to be drone pilots.

AES has 100+ employees
trained, and counting.
It is important to note here that these metrics
align with AES’s corporate objectives, which is
crucial to gaining buy-in, support, and of course,
funding from senior leadership. It is important to
establish these metrics at the outset of creating
a drone program.
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Conclusion
In this white paper, we have outlined program architecture, provided
a baseline for program documentation, offered recommendations for
processes, and discussed regulation compliance and its importance for
risk mitigation. We wrestled with the question of when to hire a third party,
how to build a program internally, addressed pilot training needs, and
recommended hardware and software for energy operations. We gave
examples of good data versus bad data, showcased the value of quality
data analysis and delivery, offered key performance indicators to measure
the success of your own drone program, and much more.
Our hope is that this paper has given you the confidence to start using
drones in your energy operations. That being said, a properly implemented
program requires a good deal of time and preparation. We have seen the
best results when experts in your industry, experts in your company, and
experts in uav operations come together to architect a program.
When you are ready to get started, we offer a free consultation with
the Head of Advisory Services here at Measure. You can request this
consultation by visiting www.measure.com/advisory-solutions and filling
out the form on the bottom of the page.
We wish you much success in incorporating drones into your energy
operations.
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Glossary
Drone – An unmanned aircraft that is guided

LAANC – Low Altitude Authorization &

remotely. Also known as an unmanned aerial

Notification Capability – the system the

vehicle (UAV).

FAA built to be able to grant near-real-time

Part 107 – Also known as the FAA’s Small UAS
(Unmanned Aerial Systems) Rule, which requires
commercial drone operators to obtain remote
pilot certification, register UAS vehicles, and
comply with all FAA rules.
Photogrammetry – The practice of using
photography in surveying and mapping to
create data capable of measuring distances
between objects.

authorizations for the vast majority of
UAS operations.
BVLOS – Stands for Beyond the Visual Line
of Sight, an FAA rule that prohibits drone
operators from flying a drone beyond what they
can see with a naked eye.
Energy offtakers – A party to an offtake
agreement, a common agreement in natural
resource development where there is some
guaranteed minimum level of profit.

Orthomosaic – a detailed, accurate photo
representation of an area, created out of many
photos that have been stitched together and
geometrically corrected (“orthorectified”) so
that it is as accurate as a map.
Thermal Imaging – A technique of using the
heat given off by an object to produce an
image of it.
Topographic modeling – the process of
representing a location that is true to the shape
and features of the surface of the earth.
Site shading assessment – Site shading analysis
exhibits the effect of nearby vegetation growth,
topography and infrastructure shading
obstructions. The site’s geographical location
and seasonal sun positioning are referenced
to graph potential shading impacts over the
course of the year.
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